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Lessons learned the hard way

•Jalkanen et al., ACP, 9 (2009) 9209: ”We have designed the computational system to 

be sufficiently flexible and versatile, in order to be potentially applicable globally in the 

future”  Took us a bit longer than expected

•Activity data is not perfect
•...and there is a lot of it, with geographical imbalances

•Sanity checking will be a significant part of the model

•Ship tech data is not perfect
•Gap filling needed, but careful with using averages

•Working with authority data sources may lead to unexpected obstacles
•One option: Commercial data providers  Cost of data, but less restrictions

•No easy way out
•Convincing users is not easy; sufficient level of detail needed to reach credibility

•Surprising new discoveries can be made



Less than perfect traffic data coverage

Smart routing Liner interpolation

Johansson et al., ”Global assessment of shipping emissions in 2015 on a high spatial and temporal resolution”, Atm. Env., 2017, in press



What do we get?

•Ability to model any ship, anywhere, anytime, based on real vessel traffic
•Vessel specific inventories of emissions, fuel consumption

•Emission grid resolution defined by computer memory
•10 km global, updates 8 times/day, for 2015

•From local to global scale
•100m grids for local scale studies

•Fully dynamic system, spatial variation as a function of time
•Or use temporal profiles

•Ability to patch the incomplete geographical coverage of AIS
•Use smart routing

•Advanced scenarios



These images were generated with 8 billion position reports from over 300 000 individual vessels.

Emissions of each of these are fully separable from the whole + can be verified with measurements



Summary

•Annual upates of global ship emissions can be done

•Spatial and temporal distributions are fully dynamic

•Smart routing is a big help; opens new possibilities and 

allows the use of new activity datasets


